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Abstract The efficiency for the detection and identification of photons with the ALICE PHOton Spectrometer

PHOS has been studied with the Monte-Carlo generated data. In particular, the influence on the efficiency of

the PHOS-module edge-effect and of the material in front of PHOS have been examined.
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1 Introduction

Much efforts have been involved in recent years,

both theoretically and experimentally, to investi-

gate a new state of matter, the quark-gluon plasma

(QGP)[1], which might be formed in high-energy

nucleus-nucleus (A-A) collisions. This state of mat-

ter is thought to exist in the early universe shortly

after the Big–Bang. Several signals have been advo-

cated to reveal the formation of the QGP and inspect

its properties, such as strangeness enhancement, J/ψ

suppression, direct photon enhancement, heavy quark

energy loss and so on.

The production of direct photons is one of the

most promising probes to test the dynamical prop-

erties of the colliding system[2, 3]. Unlike hadrons,

photons only interact electromagnetically and conse-

quently have a long mean free path, which is typically

much larger than the transverse size of the matter

created in nuclear collisions. Therefore, photons will

escape from the system with undisturbed information

about the physical conditions under which they were

created[4].

Photons are produced during the entire duration

of the collision. In the initial phase, prompt pho-

tons are produced in hard scattering of initial-state

partons, mainly through gluon Compton scattering

(qg → qγ) and quarks annihilation (qq → gγ), and,

at the next-to-leading-order in the fragmentation of

final-state partons (Eγ . 20 GeV). The QGP is at

the origin of direct photons (2 . Eγ . 10 GeV)

through thermal radiation arising from in-medium

Compton and annihilation processes between ther-

malized partons, through conversion of hard scat-

tered partons traversing the medium[5], and through

bremsstrahlung of hard scattered quarks traversing

the medium[6]. Direct photons are finally also pro-

duced by thermal radiation of the hadron gas in the

late stage of the collision until freeze-out time. The

dominant source of photons is however due to decay

photons (mainly from neutral pions) which constitute

the main background of the direct photon measure-

ment. The direct photon production in heavy-ion col-

lisions has been investigated experimentally at SPS[7]

and RHIC[8]. The most up-to-date theoretical predic-

tions for the direct-photon production at RHIC and

LHC energies can be found in Ref. [9] and references

therein.

Proton-proton (p-p) collisions at
√

s = 14 TeV

(and possibly at 900 GeV for a short run) and lead-

lead (Pb-Pb) collisions at
√

s
NN

= 5.5 TeV will be-

come available at LHC in 2008/09. The Large Ion
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Collider Experiment (ALICE) at LHC is dedicated to

the study of the properties of the QGP and the struc-

ture of the QCD phase diagram[10, 11]. The PHOton

Spectrometer (PHOS)[12] located in the central ra-

pidity region of ALICE will detect photons and allow

to discriminate direct and decay photons over a wide

dynamic range, 0.5 . Eγ . 100 GeV.

Our present work focuses on the study of prompt-

photon detection and identification efficiency in p-p

collisions, making use of the rather clean environment

for photon detection. The study will be extended

to the study of prompt photon produced in nucleus-

nucleus collisions at
√

s
NN

=5.5TeV.

Prompt photons are generated by the Pythia

event generator[13, 14] and the response of the detector

by the GEANT3 transport model[15]. Both software

packages are integrated in the ALICE framework

AliRoot[16], for simulation, reconstruction and analy-

sis. In the analysis of the Monte-Carlo data, photons

detected by PHOS are identified combining the infor-

mation provided by the detector (shower shape, time

of flight, charge particle veto). Factors affecting the

photon detection and identification, such as detector-

edge effects and photon conversion (γ→ e+e−) in the

material in front of PHOS have been studied.

2 Photon spectrometer in ALICE

The ALICE detector will start to operate with

p–p collisions at
√

s = 900 GeV and 14 TeV, and

will pursue a genuine physics program making use

of its unique capabilities for particle identification

and tracking of charged particles down to very low

momenta. Furthermore, measurements in p-p colli-

sions will provide the base-line data for Pb-Pb. In

ALICE, photons will be detected by PHOS. It is a

single-arm electromagnetic spectrometer with high

energy and position-resolution thanks to its high-

granularity. It includes a highly segmented Elec-

tro Magnetic Calorimeter (EMCA) and a Charged-

Particle Veto (CPV) detector, subdivided into five

independent EMCA+CPV units, named PHOS mod-

ules. The modules are positioned on the bottom

of the ALICE setup at a distance of 460 cm from

the beam interaction point. They cover the pseudo-

rapidity region −0.12 6 η 6 +0.12 and span an az-

imuthal angle of 100 degrees, 220 6 φ 6 320 with

respect to the beams axis. Each EMCA module con-

sists of a matrix of 56×64 individual lead-tungstanate

(PbWO4) scintillators (2.2 cm × 2.2 cm × 18.0 cm).

The light output of each scintillator is read out by a

large area (5 mm × 5 mm) avalanche photo diode cou-

pled to a low noise charge sensitive preamplifier and

shaper. The signal is then processed in a front-end

electronics card attached at the back of the detector.

The readout circuits collect the information from a

module and send the detector signals (amplitude and

time with respect to a fixed reference measured for

each crystal) and trigger information to the ALICE

data acquisition system. Each module is associated

with a charged particle detector positioned in front of

the module and operated as a Charged Particle Veto

(CPV) detector. The granularity of CPV matches

the granularity of EMCA allowing the identification

of the charge of particles hitting PHOS.

Material from other ALICE detectors positioned

in front of PHOS causes secondary interactions of in-

cident particles before they reach PHOS, thus, al-

tering the detection and identification capabilities.

The main mechanism to consider is photon conver-

sion (γ → e+e−). The edge effect, for photons im-

pinging on the edge of a module, results in a loss of

the shower, leaking outside the module. To suppose

this effect, the fiducial acceptance of a module must

be reduced by 7% (2×(56+64)/56×64).

3 Photon production and simulation

configuration

We have focused the present study on the high-

energy part of the photon spectrum, where the

prompt photons provide the dominant contribution,

thus, discarding the low energy photons directly orig-

inating from the QGP. Our ultimate purpose is to

study the correlations between the prompt photons

and the hadrons created in hard partonic scatter-

ing and to identify relevant observables sensitive to

the properties of medium, such as jet quenching[17].

Monte-Carlo events were generated with two config-

urations. In the first one, events with a single photon

with energy distributed between 2 and 50 GeV were

generated using the AliGenBox generator in AliRoot.

The p-p events were generated by the Pythia genera-

tor (AliGenPythia in AliRoot) triggering on 2 → 2

processes with a prompt photon in the final state

and involving a center-of-mass momentum transfer

larger than 2 GeV/c for p–p events at 900 GeV/c

and 10 GeV/c for p-p collisions at 14 TeV/c. In ad-

dition, only the events for which the direct photon

points in the direction of PHOS have been retained.

To study separately the edge effects we have consid-

ered two different geometries of PHOS. In the first

one the generated photons illuminated the geomet-

rical acceptance of all five modules and in the sec-

ond one only the fiducial acceptance (excluding the

edges, i.e. reducing the azimuth coverage from 20deg

to 16deg and eta from 0.12 to 0.11) of a single module

was illuminated.
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The generated particles were tracked through the

detector using the GEANT3 transport package. The

reconstruction algorithm assembles all countinous

hits, above a set deposited-energy threshold, in the

scintillators belonging to the same PHOS module.

The resulting cluster is assigned to the detection of a

particle whose energy is the total deposited energy in

the cluster and the position is the energy-weighted av-

erage of the individual scintillators position belonging

to the cluster. The parameters of the reconstruction

algorithms have been tuned to reproduce the perfor-

mance (energy and position resolution) of a PHOS

module measured with a test beam[18]. The particle

identification (PID) is achieved combining the two-

dimensional shape of the clusters, the information de-

livered by the CPV and the time of flight information.

Weights calculated following the statistical Bayesian

approach[19] and representing the probability that a

given cluster is a particle of a given type (among pho-

ton, electron, charged hadron, neutral baryon), are

attributed to the clusters.

4 Simulation results

The effects due to the edges have been estimated

by comparing the simulation of single photon events

where the photon illuminates the fiducial acceptance

of one PHOS module (Excluding the edges) and the

same simulation but with the photon illuminating

the geometrical accpetance of PHOS. The efficiency

has been calculated by dividing the number of recon-

structed identified photons with the number of the

generated photon (a flat distribution between 2 GeV

and 50 GeV). Reconstructed clusters have been iden-

tified as photons by selecting the clusters with a pho-

ton PID weight larger than 0.9. All the detectors in

Fig. 1. PHOS photon detection and identifi-
cation efficiency vs reconstructed transvers
momentum pT calculated from single photon
events illuminating the fiducial acceptance on
one PHOS module (full circles) and illuminat-
ing the geometrical acceptance of PHOS (up
triangles).

front of PHOS in the ALICE set up (ITS, TPC, TRD

and TOF) have been switched off in the simulation.

The result (Fig. 1), shows that the PHOS detection

efficiency of identified photons is equal to 1 over the

entire energy range studied. The drop near the cut-off

energy of the simulated photons is due to the detector

response and the incomplete collection of the shower

in EMCA (no re-calibration has been applied to the

reconstructed cluster energy). When the acceptance

is extended to the geometrical acceptance of the mod-

ules, the efficiency drops down to 0.9 (Fig. 1), i.e. a

10% reduction due to the edge effect.

When material is added in front of the PHOS

modules, the efficiency (Fig. 2) drops moderatly down

to 0.8 when only ITS and TPC are considered (12%

of radiation length) but drops drastically down to 0.6

when TRD and TOF are also taken into account (80%

of radiation length average over the module accep-

tance). This drop scales with the amount of radiation

length and the probability to convert a photon. Once

converted, the identification algorithms reject the re-

sulting cluster because of the CPV which recognizes

the electrons.

Fig. 2. PHOS photon detection and identifi-
cation efficiency vs reconstructed transvers
momentum pT calculated from single pho-
ton events illuminating the geometrical accep-
tance of PHOS with no material in front (up
triangles), with ITS and TPC in front (full
circles) and with in addition TRD and TOF
(down triangles).

The same results are obtained with the Pythia

generated p-p events. The shape of the reconstructed

photon spectrum is identical to the shape of the gen-

erated spectrum at 900 GeV/c (Fig. 3) as well as at

14 TeV/c (Fig. 4). The efficiency loss due to the ma-

terial in front PHOS (Fig. 5) is well reproduced as

well as the overall efficiency (Fig. 6) including edge

and material effects and which is reduced to 0.5. Both

effects can be seen by photons azimuthal distribution

(Fig. 7) and the efficiency as a function of the polar

angle (Fig. 8). These results have been obtained by
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covering 4 modules and leaving the central module

uncovered. The reduction due to the material can be

obviuosly quantified. The edge effects can be identi-

fied by the low values of the efficiency at the edge of

the modules.

Fig. 3. Generated (up triangles) and recon-
structed identified (full circles) photon spec-
trum obtained from Pythia p-p events at
√

s
NN

= 900 GeV. The fiducial acceptance of
one PHOS module was illuminated.

Fig. 4. Generated (up triangles) and recon-
structed identified (full circles) photon spec-
trum obtained from Pythia p-p events at
√

s
NN

= 14 TeV. The geometrical acceptance
of PHOS was illuminated.

Fig. 5. PHOS photon detection and identifica-
tion efficiency vs reconstructed transvers mo-
mentum pT calculated from Pythia p-p events
at
√

s
NN

= 900 GeV. The fiducial acceptance
of one PHOS module was illuminated.

Fig. 6. PHOS photon detection and identifica-
tion efficiency vs reconstructed transvers mo-
mentum pT calculated from Pythia p-p events
at
√

s
NN

= 14 TeV. The geometrical accep-
tance of PHOS was illuminated.

Fig. 7. Generated (up triangles) and recon-
structed and identified (full circles) photon
distribution vs azimuth angle from Pythia
p-p events at

√

s
NN

= 14 TeV. The geomet-
rical acceptance of PHOS was illuminated.

Fig. 8. PHOS photon detection and identifi-
cation efficiency vs azimuth angle calculated
from Pythia p-p events at

√

s
NN

= 14 TeV.
The geometrical acceptance of PHOS was
illuminated.

5 Summary and discussion

We have studied with the Monte-Carlo data the

performance of the PHOS photon spectrometer in the
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ALICE experiment. From the simulations of events

containing a single photon, we have calculated the ef-

ficiency of photon detection and identification given

by the PHOS reconstruction and identification al-

gorithm implemented in the ALICE AliRoot frame-

work. We have shown that the intrinsic efficiency

of a PHOS module is reduced by about 10% (to be

compared to the ratio of edge crystals and crystals

in one moduel equal to 7%) because of the leakage

of the electromagnetic shower for photons impinging

on the edge of the PHOS modules. The efficiency is

much more drastically reduced if material is covering

the PHOS acceptance. Having TRD and TOF in

front of PHOS will reduce the photon detection and

identification efficiency down to 0.5 because of the

photon conversion.
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